interesting areas of research, such as the recent work on subalgebras of //°°(A) due to D. Sarason and others, and work on pointwise bounded approximation, are touched on only briefly, if at all.
Most topics in this survey are covered in more detail in the expository lecture notes in the La Plata series [20] . For related articles of an expository or semiexpository nature, see [10] , [21] , [38] and [42] .
NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS. By D we will denote a fixed bounded open subset of the complex plane C. Starting with §8, D will be connected. The open disc in C with center z and radius r is denoted by A(z; r). The open unit disc is denoted simply by A. The sup norm of a function ƒ over a set E is denoted by || ƒ || £ :
11/11* = sup{|/(z)|:ze£}.
The spectrum of H GO (D). The algebra 7/°°(D) is a commutative Banach algebra, with the norm ||-||D of uniform convergence on D. The spectrum of H™(D), denoted by Jt(p), is the set of nonzero complexvalued homomorphisms of H co {D). Endowed with the weak topology determined by //°°(D), Ji(p) becomes a compact Hausdorff space. Each function ƒ e H co (D) determines a continuous function ƒ on Jt{iy), defined by f(q>) = cp{ƒ), q> e Jt(p). The correspondence ƒ -» ƒ is the Gelfand transform, and it maps ff °°(Z)) isometrically onto a closed subalgebra of C{Ji(p)).
The domain D can be identified with an open subset of Jt(D), by identifying each point z e D with the homomorphism cp z which evaluates ƒ e//°°(D) at z. Since f{ç z ) = f(z) for zeD, we can regard ƒ as a continuous extension of ƒ from D to Jt(D). We will drop the "hat", and regard the functions in H*°{D) as continuous functions on Ji{D).
The extension of the coordinate function to Ji(D) is denoted by Z. It is easy to see that Z maps Ji{D) onto the closure D of D, so that M(p) is the disjoint union of the fibers
Jt£D) = Z-\{Q\
ÇeD.
If C e D, then Ji^D) consists of only the one point {q> J. We are interested in the fibers Ji^D) for Ç e dD, and we are particularly interested in relating the behavior on M^J)) of ƒ G W"ip) to the cluster behavior of ƒ at £• A point C G 3D is an inessential boundary point of D if every ƒ G H™(D) extends to be analytic at (. In this case, the fiber Ji^D) again consists of only the homomorphism <p c which evaluates the analytic extension of ƒ at £. The remaining boundary points are called essential boundary points, and these form a closed subset of dD. If £ is an essential boundary point, then Jt£B) is quite large.
The corona problem, in the current context, asks the following. Corona problem. Is D dense in Jt(D)l The corona problem remains unsolved in this generality. While this is a very natural problem, it is only fair to say that the proof that D is dense in Jt(D) in any given case is certain to be more interesting and far-reaching than the fact itself.
As mentioned earlier, the corona problem was solved affirmatively by L. Carleson [6] in the case of the open unit disc. In [30] , L. Hörmander showed how the corona theorem could be reduced to the problem of solving a certain system of partial differential equations, with bounds on the solutions. This idea and other simplifications are incorporated into the proof of the corona theorem given in [8].
Carleson's theorem has been extended to various classes of planar domains, and all of the extensions depend on Carleson's original theorem. E. L. Stout [44] answered the problem affirmatively for finitely connected domains, and M. Behrens [3] found a class of infinitely connected domains for which the corona problem has an affirmative solution. Behrens' construction can be used to show that either the corona problem has an affirmative solution for all open subsets of C, or else it has a negative solution for certain relatively simple domains, obtained from the open unit disc A by excising a sequence of closed disjoint subdiscs which converge to some prescribed point of dA (or of A). Recently J. Garnett (unpublished) has applied Vitushkin's techniques to widen the class of domains for which there is an affirmative solution to the corona problem.
In [15] it is shown that the fiber Jt^D) depends only on the behavior of D near Ç e dD, so that the corona problem is a "local" problem. A consequence of this localization principle is that (1) Cl(ƒ, 0 = /W>)),
CedDJs H*>(D).
Here Cl(/, £) is the cluster set of ƒ at £, consisting of all complex numbers w for which there is a sequence {z n } in D satisfying z n ~> Ç and f(z n ) -> w.
Since Cl(/, 0 can be reinterpreted as the range of ƒ on the adherence of D in Jt^D), the cluster value theorem (1) would be a trivial consequence of the density of D in Ji{D). The corona problem, when reinterpreted as a problem in function theory, asks whether, given f l9 ...,ƒ" e /f°°(D) such that Carleson actually showed that the open unit disc has property (*), and he gave estimates for the constants appearing there. It is shown in [15] that finitely connected domains have property (*), and that the constants c(n, (5, D) can be chosen to depend only on «, <5, and the number of boundary components of D. If the constants associated with finitely connected domains can be selected to be independent of the connectivity of the domain, then the corona theorem is valid for all domains. Conversely, if the corona theorem is valid for all domains, then all D have property (*), and the constants appearing there can be chosen to be independent of D.
2. More general domains. Suppose that R is a complex analytic variety with the property that It is easy to find examples of domains R in C n for which R is not dense in Jt(R)-any bounded domain which is not holomorphically convex will serve. E. Bishop (cf. [15]) constructed a one-dimensional analytic variety R which is not dense in Jt(R), and B. Cole (unpublished) has constructed a Riemann surface with the same property. Cole's example can be modified to provide an example of a bounded domain of holomorphy in C 3 for which the corona theorem fails. Meanwhile the corona problem is not yet resolved for the unit poly disc or the unit ball in C 2 . For related work on other algebras of analytic functions in one and several complex variables, see [9] , [30], [32] and [33].
3. Analytic structure in Jt{D\ A subset S of Jt(p) is an analytic disc if there is a continuous injection O of A onto 5, such that ƒ o <ï > is analytic on A for every ƒ G H°°(D). Analytic discs in the fibers Jt£A), Ç e SA, were discovered by I. J. Schark (cf. [28, p. 166]). K. Hoffman's extension (to logmodular algebras) of the Wermer embedding theorem (for Dirichlet algebras) shows that any "maximal analytic structure" in J?(A) is an analytic disc. These analytic discs are described by Hoffman [29] , who proves, among other things, that <p e JOJS) lies in an analytic disc if and only if cp belongs to the closure of an interpolating sequence in A.
In [3] , Behrens gives a reasonable description of the fibers Jt^(D) associated with certain infinitely connected domains D. He finds that these fibers are eye-boggling objects, and that there is a wide range of possibilities for their maximal analytic structures. Many problems arise in this connection. Does every fiber over essential boundary points of D contain an analytic disc? Does every distinguished homomorphism (to be defined) lie on an analytic disc? Is every analytic structure in Ji^D) one-dimensional?
Schark's idea serves also to embed bidiscs in the fibers over the distinguished torus of M(L x A). One can ask whether every maximal analytic structure in Jt{k x A) is a disc or a bidisc. There are a host of "weak" topologies of//°°(D), which coincide with the weak-star topology on bounded subsets of //°°(D). These are discussed in the survey article of L. A. Rubel [38] . One such topology, for instance, is the strict topology introduced by R. C. Buck [5] , in which a net {/ a } converges to ƒ if and only if hf a converges uniformly to hf for every continuous function h on D which vanishes on 3D. L. A. Rubel and J. Ryff [39] have shown that this topology coincides with the bounded weak-star topology of H^ (D) . One open problem along these lines is to give a tractable description of the Mackey topology of H QO {D).
Distinguished homomorphisms. The homomorphisms cp e JÏ(D) which are weak-star continuous are called the distinguished homomorphisms of //°°(D). Every zeD is a distinguished homomorphism.
It is easy to construct domains D for which there are distinguished homomorphisms not lying in D (see [41] , [47] ). It is proved in [22] that there is at most one distinguished homomorphism in any given fiber Jf^(D); call it cp c if it exists. Moreover, the following are equivalent, for ( e 3D:
(i) There is a distinguished homomorphism cp^ e M^D).
(ii) Jt^D) is not a peak set for #°°(D).
DnA(C;e) exists for ail ƒ G H oe (D) and is nonzero for some ƒ G //°°(D). (iv) If 0 < a < 1, and E n is the annulus {a n+1 ^ |z -CI S a n }, then
00
Ia"W,\fl)< oo.
Here }>(£) is the analytic capacity of a set £, defined to be the supremum of | ƒ '(oo)|, over all functions ƒ which are analytic off a compact subset of E and which satisfy | f\ ^ 1. The set of points Ç G <9D at which there are distinguished homomorphisms is an F^-set which, according to a result of A. M. Davie (unpublished), has zero analytic capacity. An analogue of the Browder metric density theorem shows that if <p^ is a distinguished homomorphism, then almost all sequences in D which tend to C must converge to ç> ç in the norm topology of H°°(D)*. It may occur, though, that there is no curve in D terminating at (, which converges to (pç in the norm topology of 7/°°(D)*. One geometric condition which guarantees that a sequence {z n } in D tending to ( satisfies \\z n -<pç|| -> 0 is that
where c > 0 is fixed, and "rf" denotes "distance."
Another result from [22] is that if {z M } is a sequence in D which tends to C e 3D, then either {z n } has a subsequence which is an interpolating sequence, or else {z n } converges in the norm of H^fö)* to a distinguished homomorphism q>^ e Jf^(D). A typical problem relating cluster values and the fibers Ji^(D) is as follows. If cp^ is a distinguished homomorphism, and if ƒ G H co (D) has a limit along a curve in D terminating at (, must that limit coincide with /(<p ç )? Garnett (unpublished) has obtained an affirmative answer providing the curve is sufficiently smooth.
Some of the basic results concerning distinguished homomorphisms carry over to a more general setting. One can replace D by a bounded Borel subset E of C, and H oe (D) by a weak-star closed subalgebra of L°°((x £ ) which is T-invariant, that is, which is invariant under the "T g "-operators used in rational approximation theory. 
If i/(0 # 0, this yields an estimate ofthe form |/(0| ^ c \\f\\ E J eH™(D).
Applying this inequality to ƒ", taking nth roots, and letting n -> oo, we obtain |/(0| S ll/ll £ , f e H">{D\ whenever u(Q * 0. The estimate persists for all £ GD, SO that ||/|| D -|| ƒ || £ for all ƒ e #°°(Z)), and £is a boundary for H co {D). Since the Silov boundary is minimal, £* coincides with m(D). Q.E.D. Now we consider the Dixmier decomposition theorem [12] for extremely disconnected spaces. In view of the preceding lemma, the Dixmier decomposition specializes in the case at hand to the following. There is a unique decomposition One open problem along these lines is to identify the normal measure vonTi. In particular, can v be taken always to be the restriction to 7\ of the "harmonic measure" on Jt{p) 1 The bidisc algebra //°°(A x A) is isometrically isomorphic to a sub- 
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An open problem is to determine to what extent there is a version of Iversen's theorem valid for arbitrary domains in C n .
8. Extremal problems. In the remainder of this report, we assume that D is connected. Fix z 0 e D, and consider the extremal problem:
The extremal function G for (6), normalized so that G'(z 0 ) > 0, is unique, and it is called the Ahlfors function for D. The Ahlfors function G, and the corresponding extremal value G'(z 0 ), play an important role in function theory and in approximation theory. In the case that dD is analytic, L. Ahlfors [1] showed that G extends analytically across dD, and G has unit modulus on dD. More generally, if ôD contains a free boundary arc, then G extends continuously to that arc and has unit modulus there [13] . The Ahlfors function tries hard to be unimodular on the boundary of arbitrary domains. The following key theorem to that effect was obtained by S. Fisher [14] . Combined with the results on cluster value theory described in the preceding section, Fisher's theorem yields information on the Ahlfors function which is already sharper than the information which had been obtained by classical means.
Fisher's theorem can be extended to a wide range of extremal problems. One class of such extremal problems is described as follows.
Let From L we can recover L by the formula [36] .
The dual extremal function associated with the functional L(f) = f\z 0 ) is called the Garabedian function. It is analytic on D\{z 0 }, and it has a double pole at z 0 . The Garabedian function is introduced in [23] , and studied in [13] and [26] . Short expository accounts are found in [7] and [25].
The role played by dual extremal functions for arbitrary domains has not been developed. Recently E. Smith [43] settled a problem left open by S. Ya. Havinson [26] , proving that if domains D n with analytic boundaries increase to an arbitrary domain D, then the Garabedian functions of the D n converge normally. The limit function depends only on D and on the point z 0 , and it is accordingly called the Garabedian function of D. In order to study the subadditivity problem for analytic capacity, Smith had been led to investigate the dependence of the Szegö kernel function on certain perturbations of domains with analytic boundaries. The result on the Garabedian function dropped out as a special dividend. There is now the problem of simplifying Smith's proof, and of freeing the result from Hubert space considerations, in order to extend the theorem to more general extremal problems. In addition to determining for which D the Ahlfors function G is inner, there is the problem of determining when G o n is a Blaschke product.
